GIFTS Online

End-to-End Grants Management. Online.
Take your entire grants management process online. You
gain efficiency, reduce risk and collaborate more easily—
so you can increase the impact of your giving.

Overview
GIFTS Online helps grantmaking organisations give more
effectively. From working with applicants and reviewing proposals,
to making awards, tracking progress and more, GIFTS Online
provides you with powerful grants management tools.
As a fully online solution, it delivers grantmaking capabilities when
and where you need them. Without installing software. Without
maintaining hardware. Without the risk of losing your vital data.
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With GIFTS Online, your
organisation uses a hosted,
web-based solution to:

Increase efficiency
Smart workflows enable staff to
spend less time on administrative
tasks and more time applying their
expertise where it really matters.

Produce more meaningful
results
Real-time, anywhere access to
giving data combines with multiple,
insight-providing dashboards and
powerful reporting tools to help you
understand and improve results.

Drive collaborative impact
Grantees, reviewers, board
members and organisational
leaders connect and contribute
to your giving processes, making
it easier for all participants to
collaborate to enhance the impact
of giving.
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Your Complete Grants Management Solution
Transforming Grantmaking — Again
Your organisation’s mission is to make an impact through giving - not to carry out administrative tasks.
However you still rely on myriad administrative tasks and processes to operate. Inefficiencies such as
manual, disconnected processes not only waste time, they make it harder to pull information together
and evaluate results.
For more than 30 years, Blackbaud has been helping organisations streamline and connect the
processes that support effective giving. With our experience informing everything we do, Blackbaud
maintains your system and protects your data. GIFTS Online is ready for you when you need it, but
there’s no software to install, maintain or upgrade. Not only does it separate the benefits of technology
from the hassle, GIFTS Online delivers compelling total cost of ownership benefits to organisations of
virtually any size.

Tailored for Grants Management
GIFTS Online was developed by grantmaking technology experts to meet the needs of giving
organisations, large and small. Small organisations benefit from a scalable, state-of-the-art
infrastructure that would otherwise be cost prohibitive, and large organisations can shift away from
supporting expensive hardware systems.
Unlike some solutions, GIFTS Online doesn’t force you to adapt your giving workflows to technologies
originally intended for other types of processes. In fact, because GIFTS Online is highly configurable, it
can support a variety of workflows, and it can adapt to changes in your processes. As your organisation
evolves, GIFTS Online scales to meet your needs.

Start Quickly for Fast Results
GIFTS Online comes with a turnkey set-up process, so your organisation does not need to devote
significant time or resources to adopting the solution. A dedicated implementation specialist sets up
GIFTS Online to match your processes. With an understanding of grantmaking enriched by years of
experience working with giving organisations, our team members collaborate with you to configure the
solution to support your unique needs.
Whether your organisation is new to grants management technology or is migrating from an existing
software-based solution, we make adopting GIFTS Online fast and easy. You get started quickly - and
see results immediately.
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Focus on Giving - Not IT
Once you get started, our dedicated technical support team is there for you. And behind the scenes, a
seasoned team is working to continually enhance and advance the solution. Best of all, you never have
to install anything to benefit from our continuous investment in research and development. Blackbaud
maintains GIFTS Online for you - even your configuration. Regular backups and offsite storage of
duplicate copies protect your data, keeping historical grant information safe in the event of anything
from a lost laptop to a catastrophic fire.

Connect All Stakeholders to your Giving
With GIFTS Online, integrated, web-based processes make it easy to enhance every aspect of
grantmaking. Internal and external stakeholders go online to connect to your processes. Applicants
use intuitive, web-based tools to complete applications, file progress reports and get the information
they need. Staff members and reviewers focus on making smart choices, not managing a mountain of
paper. Automated workflows keep processes moving. Board and family members access personalised
homepages that visually summarise the data they need to see. Detailed grant tracking and reporting
enables organisation leaders to make better, more informed decisions.
The result: More efficient, meaningful and collaborative giving.
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End-to-End Grants Management
GIFTS Online delivers the capabilities you need to streamline every aspect of grantmaking.
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Applicants apply using online forms that pre-screen for eligibility based on
your specific requirements.
Grantees send progress and final reports more easily and faster online.
Automatic email alerts keep reporting schedules on track and simplify
communications for grantees.
Create payment schedules, link payments to a fund or your general ledger, and
view payment forecasts.
Allocate funds and view real-time budget, commitment, balance and
payment data.
Generate one-click budget reports from your personalised homepage.
Data is entered once and incorporated into your workflow.
View and review data on charts, track grantee history and create reports on
virtually any aspect of your giving.
Keep track of documents by linking them to specific grants or organisations.
Automatically track assigned proposals, collect reviews and organise feedback.
Internal staff and external subject matter experts review proposals and provide
comments online. Reviewers access only authorised information.
Tailored online reviews ensure that you receive complete and consistent
feedback.
Leverage the integrated data within GIFTS Online.
With instant access to your entire giving portfolio, you can more effectively
measure the impact of your giving.
You can easily assess how the results of your giving are contributing to your
organisation’s mission.
User-friendly homepages are custom configured to give board or family
members or executive users anywhere, anytime access to a visual snapshot of
the data that is relevant to them.
Board members save time with more direct access to information.
Slice and dice data and use reporting tools to gain a deeper understanding of
your grantmaking.
Apply insights and your expertise to look for ways to make your giving more
effective.

Get started now.
Increase the impact of your giving with GIFTS Online.
Learn more: fundraising.blackbaud.com.au/gifts-online
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